
The Facebook Selling System

 Turn Your Page Into_    
_a Lead Machine._

Without spending a dollar on advertising 🙌



 This is best for_ 
_people who:_

Are starting a business or 
establish a presence on 
social media.

Have done some social 
media, but haven’t really got 
the results you want.

You are killing it on social 
media and you just want a 
little more optimization.
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 _What you will discover_

How to turn your audience into a 
list of subscribers that you can 
own, market to, and monetize.



 _What you will discover_

How to make your Facebook 
page work for you.



69% 

_U.S. Adults_
Use Facebook_



_Facebook reaches 74% of_ 
_income earners earning_ 
_over $75,000_ 

LinkedIn only reaches 49% 
of income earners earning 
of $75,000



1:15 

_Average Time_ 
_Per Day Spent_ 
_by U.S Users_





_Important Trends_ 

Users watch 85% of videos 
without sound.

Users are 4x more likely to 
watch live videos over 
recorded videos.

96% of Facebook visits 
happen on a smartphone.
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_Here’s a quick story_

















_Back On Track_ 





Reached 7-figures in two 
years.

Grew the second largest 
Instagram following in the 
market.

Cracked the code on digital 
marketing & lead 
generation.

50 
Leads Per Month 

Average

$268k 
Raised in 60 Days

600+ 
Leads Per Month 

Average





_If you have the knowledge_ 
_to help someone, it is your_ 
_moral obligation to do so._

— Tony Robbins





_Are you in?_ 



_How does it work?_ 





_Three Drivers_ 

Cover Image

Pinned Post

Videos
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_Attract them, help them, stick to them. _ 



_Be so valuable and_ 
_connected that they can’t_ 
_stop thinking about you._ 



_How can you do that?_ 



_Every action is_ 
_a transaction._ 



_Value_ 

What is the primary value 
offer you can make?
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Can you offer the value in a 
way that your audience can 
benefit immediately?
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How much value does this 
create for you audience?
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_Offer_ 

What is the offer you can 
make to trade value for 
information?
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Do you have a landing page?
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How will you deliver the 
offer?
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_Brand_ 

What do you want your 
audience to feel about your 
business?
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How do you position your 
value through messaging?
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How does this align with 
your audience’s needs?
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_Get started._ 



getmindmagnet.com

https://getmindmagnet.com

